We study the production and evolution of charm and bottom quarks in hot partonic medium produced in heavy ion collisions. The heavy quarks loose energy in the medium which is reflected in the transverse momentum spectra of heavy mesons. The collisional energy loss of heavy quarks has been calculated using QCD calculations. The radiative energy loss is obtained using two models namely reaction operator formalism and generalized dead cone approach. The 
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Introduction
The heavy ion collisions at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) are performed to create and characterize Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). The properties of QGP are studied through variety of probes accessible in these experiments [1] . The heavy (charm and bottom) quarks are the best probes of the transport properties of the medium. Since the heavy quarks are produced in hard partonic interactions in heavy ion collisions, their initial momentum distribution can be calculated from pQCD [2, 3, 4] . While traversing the hot/dense medium formed in the collisions, these quarks loose energy due to the elastic collisions with the plasma constituents and/or by radiating a gluon.
There are several formulations to calculate collisional [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] as well as radiative energy loss [10, 11, 12, 13] . For a review of many of these formalism see Ref. [14, 15] . The collisional energy loss dominates at low parton energy but the radiative energy loss dominates over the collisional energy loss at high parton energy [16] . A recent work in Ref. [17] finds significant non-perturbative contribution to collision energy loss accompanying a pion production in quark -gluon -pion interaction.
The ALICE experiment measured nuclear modification factor (R AA ) [18] and elliptic flow [19, 20] 
Heavy Quark Production
The heavy quarks are produced by the processes q +q → Q +Q and g + g → Q +Q in the pp collisions as
The hadronic kinematic variables are
where y is the rapidity, m T (= p 2 T + m 2 ) is the transverse mass, p T is the transverse momentum and m is the mass of heavy quark. The cross section for the process given in Eq. 1 is
Here, dimensions for gg andinteraction can be written in the following form
From Eqs. 3 and 4
Here,
The Born cross sections σ ij calculated upto LO are given in the appendix.
CT10 parton density functions [36] are used in the present calculations. The spatially dependent EPS09s sets [37] are used to calculate the modifications of the PDFs inside nucleus. The differential cross section including nuclear shadowing effect corresponding to a centrality class between impact parameters b 1 and b 2 is calculated as
where the bound state PDFs f are given in EPS09s sets [37] . The spectrum in PbPb collisions is then obtained by including the momentum loss ∆p T in the p T spectrum given in Eq. 6.
Single heavy meson production cross sections for both the pp and PbPb collisions are obtained by convoluting the heavy quark production cross section
Here, z = p Peterson fragmentation function is used for D h Q (z) [41] which is given as follows
We take c = 0.016 and b = 0.0012 and N is the normalization constant.
Finally, the nuclear modification factor R AA is calculated as
Here, T AA is the nuclear overlapping function.
Heavy Quark Energy Loss
For the collisional energy loss we use the formalism of Peigne and Peshier (PP) [9] . The radiative energy loss is calculated using the reaction operator formalism (DGLV) [12, 13, 34] and using the generalized dead cone approach [35] . The DGLV formalism is based on a systematic expansion of the energy loss in terms of the number of the scatterings experienced by the propagating parton.
In the single hard scattering limit, only the leading term in the expansion is included. The Generalised dead cone approach is an extension of the Gunion Bertsch formalism [42] . The Gunion Bertsch formula for light quarks energy loss was extended to heavy quarks by introducing the mass in the matrix element but only within the small angle approximation [43] . Due to this mass effect, the soft gluon emission from a heavy quark was suppressed in comparision to that from a light quark which is known as the dead cone effect. In the generalized deadcone approach the probability of gluon emission off a heavy quark is obtained by relaxing some of the constraints such as the gluon emission angle and the scaled mass of the heavy quark with its energy. Using the same assumptions as generalized dead cone approach [35] we calculated the energy loss expression [28] given as
The average distance L travelled by the heavy quark in the plasma is obtained as per the method described in Ref. [28] . If the velocity of the heavy quark is v T = p T /m T , the effective path length L ef f is obtained as
The temperature as a function of proper time is obtained for each centrality bin in an isentropic cylindrical expansion scenario with the Lattice QCD and hadronic resonance equations of states [44] . We calculate the energy loss as a function of proper time which is then averaged over the temperature evolution.
The is larger than that by DGLV. The collisional energy loss for the bottom quarks is significant as compared to the radiative energy loss.
The radiative energy loss calculated by the generalized dead cone approach is larger than the energy loss calculated by DGLV. This arises due to different kinematic cuts used in the two formalisms. Namely, in the DGLV formalism the gluon emission is constrained only to the forward angles θ < π/2, where as in the generalized dead cone approach, full range of θ is taken care of. TeV. The calculations are compared with the ALICE data [47] . Figure 10 is the same as Fig. 9 but for the case but for |y| < 1.0, corresponding to CMS data [48] . Figure 11 is the same as 
Conclusion
In this work, first we calculate the p T spectra of heavy mesons in pp collision at √ s = 5.02 TeV using pQCD model and make a comparison with D 0 and B + meson measurements of CMS. The calculations reproduce the shape of the p T spectra of the data reasonably well. A simple hydrodynamic picture is used for QGP evoluion during which the p T spectra of heavy quarks are modified due to collision and radiative energy loss. The collisional energy loss is calculated using
Peigne and Peshier formalism. The radiative energy loss is obtained using two models namely reaction operator formalism and generalized dead cone approach. 
The square of the amplitude averaged over the initial quark/antiquark spins and color for the quark-antiquark annihilation process is given as [3] |M| 2 = 4 g 4 N C F t 
